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We study the effect of simultaneous bounds on the local L1 norms of the second
fundamental form and of the Gauss curvature on the geometry of surfaces 7
embedded in a Riemannian manifold M. Such bounds are natural since (together
with an area bound) they amount to a local bound on the area of the manifold of
unit normals to 7, living in the sphere bundle of M. The main technical point is
that, given a sequence of surfaces 7i with uniform local bounds of this type
converging in the Hausdorff metric topology to a surface 70 , the length space
structures of the 7i converge to that of 70 (i.e., distances do not collapse). It follows
that under suitable local topological conditions the surface 70 is a manifold of
bounded integral curvature (MBC), in the sense of Alexandrov, under all smooth
complete changes of the metric on M. In particular the boundary of a convex set
with nonempty interior in any smooth complete M3 is MBC. Our method is to
construct local coordinates for smoothly embedded surfaces 7 satisfying W1, BV
bounds based solely on curvature integrals. In the process we demonstrate a
regularity property for cut loci of surfaces.  2000 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
In the present paper we study the relation between two classical
approaches to the geometry of singular spaces. The first goes back to
Steiner and Minkowski, who studied the Quermassintegrale of convex
bodies in euclidean space. These are the analogues for general convex
bodies of the integrals of the symmetric functions of the principal cur-
vatures of an oriented smooth convex hypersurface. A decisive step forward
in this development was the work of Federer [Fe1], in which he not only
extended the domain of the theory beyond the convex realm, to the sets
with positive reach, but also showed that the Quermassintegrale can be
localized as curvature measures. The second thread was introduced by
A. D. Alexandrov in the 1940s and developed extensively by his school in
the two subsequent decades. They took an intrinsic point of view, defining
a two-dimensional manifold of (locally) bounded integral curvature (MBC)
as a surface equipped with a length metric for which the Gauss curvature
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exists as a measure. The motivating examples are the convex surfaces in
3-dimensional space forms [Al]. Generally, a metric surface (7, d0) is an
MBC iff there exists a sequence of smooth Riemannian metrics g1 , g2 , ... on
7 such that the corresponding length metrics di converge to d0 locally
uniformly on 7_7, and for which the absolute curvature integrals
E |Ki | dAi , i=1, 2, ... remain bounded for any given compact E/7 (cf.
[Al, Sect. 2.1]).
The particular problem we treat was suggested by Alexandrov in [Al]:
to find the class of embedded surfaces naturally analogous to the MBC (cf.
[Re, p. 157]). For example, the Alexandrov school was able to show that
the graphs of certain nonsmooth functions f (x, y) are MBC, e.g., when f is
a difference of convex functions.
A tentative answer to this question was offered in the form of the
surfaces of bounded extrinsic curvature introduced by Pogorelov ([Po]; this
idea is related to work of Pepe [Pe]). These are (roughly) the compact
embedded topological surfaces in R3 for which the area of the generalized
Gauss map is finite, and include all classes of surfaces in R3 known to be
MBC. However, this answer is not entirely satisfactory in view of the fact
that surfaces 7 of this class are in general highly unstable, in the sense that
there may be a smooth deformation g: R_R3  R3, g0=identity, for which
every gt(7), t{0, is not an MBC.
A simple example of such a surface may be constructed as follows. Start
with a compact smooth surface in R3 that intersects the xy plane in a large
open set U. Introduce in U a polyhedral ridge, parallel to the x-axis, with
small height but making a large angle : with the plane; then shave off the
two ends of the ridge at a very shallow angle ; (Fig. 1). If the height of the
ridge is small then the resulting deformation of the plane may be confined
to U. The image of U under the Gauss map of the surface has area
approximately equal to :;. Now introduce a countable disjoint family of
such ridges, all parallel to the x-axis, with the same angle :, and all of
length l=1; but with decreasing heights and angles ;i for which i ;i<.
The area of the Gauss map of the resulting surface 7 is then approximately
FIGURE 1
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: i ;i<, so 7 is a surface of bounded extrinsic curvature and therefore
an MBC. Put gt(x, y, z)=(x, y, z+tx2). If t{0 then the surface gt(7) is
not MBC. This construction may be modified to produce a C1 surface of
bounded extrinsic curvature with the same property.
In contrast, it turns out that the MBC nature of, say the graph of a
difference of convex functions, is highly stable: such surfaces remain MBC
under the length metric induced by any complete smooth Riemannian
metric on R3 (cf. Theorem 4.5 below). What distinguishes these surfaces
from the more general surfaces of bounded extrinsic curvature is their
amenability to a more recent recasting of Federer’s theory in terms of his
later work with Fleming on integral currents. Specifically, to any set with
positive reach X in a Riemannian manifold M there is associated a unique
integral current N(X ) in the sphere bundle of M representing the manifold
of unit normals to X (cf. [Wa, Z, Wi]). The curvature measures of X are
then obtained by contracting N(X ) against certain universally (i.e., inde-
pendently of X ) defined differential forms. In fact such currents may be
associated to a far wider class of sets (cf. [Fu2]). Naively, one might
invoke the FedererFleming compactness theorem for integral currents to
associate such a current to any set X/M admitting an approximation in
the Hausdorff metric by submanifolds X1 , X2 , ... whose unit normal bundles
N(Xi ) are locally uniformly bounded in mass. One of the main points of
the present paper is to show that this procedure works well under fairly
general circumstances.
In case M has dimension three and the Xi are surfaces 7i , an elementary
calculation shows that the area of N(7i) is comparable to area 7i+7i |K|
+7i ( |k1|+|k2 | ), where K is the Gauss curvature and k1 , k2 are the
principal curvatures. Our main result is that (under certain technical condi-
tions) control over these curvature integrals implies the convergence of dis-
tances as 7i  70 in the Hausdorff metric (Theorem 4.3). In particular,
such a surface 70 is a (local) MBC under the length metric induced by g.
Proposition 4.6 identifies a large class of surfaces subject to this result.
Note that in the absence of geometric control the distance functions are
only lower semicontinuous (cf. [AZ, Chap. VII, Sect. 2]).
The following generalizes Alexandrov’s result on convex surfaces in space
forms.
Corollary 4.8. Let M be a smooth 3-dimensional Riemannian manifold
and C/M a totally convex subset with nonempty interior. Then the boundary
of C is a local MBC under the length metric induced from M.
Our general technical point of view is that the apparatus of geometric
measure theory, and specifically the WhitneyFedererFleming theory of
currents, is the correct one for examining problems of this type. Most of
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the work to follow is devoted to showing that if 7/M is a smooth embedded
surface then the biLipschitz coordinates 8: R2#[x2+ y2<R2]  7 of
[Fu3], based on the distance function \ from a point p0 # 7, have
derivatives D8 with bounded variation, with BV norms dominated by
functions of the curvature integrals above. (We note that the coordinates 8
are related, but not identical, to the coordinates given by Borisov [Bo]
about curves in general MBC.) Once this is done, given a suitable sequence
of surfaces 7i  70 as above we construct corresponding sequences of local
coordinates 8i and apply the compactness theorem for BV functions [EG,
5.2.3] to obtain local coordinates 80 for 70 as subsequential limits, with
D80 # BV. From this construction it is not hard to deduce under suitable
local topological hypotheses that the length space structure of 70 is the
limit of those of the 7i .
To obtain these bounds we note that the BV norm of such D8 is
dominated by the sum of the L1 norms of II b 8 and of the second
covariant derivative {D8, where II denotes the second fundamental form
(cf. the proof of Theorem 3.5 below). Using the area formula the first of
these is dominated by L2 8(U) ( |k1|+ |k2 | ), where L is the Lipschitz con-
stant of 8&1. The hard work in the present paper is to bound the L1 norm
of the covariant derivative of D8 (or more precisely the total variation of
the distributional covariant derivative, since 8 is not differentiable even in
the smooth case). The key point is that the length of the distance curve
\&1(r) is expressible as a difference of convex functions of r (Theorem 2.1).
One might ask at this point whether all this work is really necessary,
since isothermal coordinates are already controlled intrinsically by the L1
norm of the curvature [Re, Theorem 7.3.1]. Our answer is that it really is.
The main point is that the bound on the L1 norm of the second fundamen-
tal form is best interpreted as a BV bound on the extrinsic part of D28,
and therefore in order to exploit this directly we need a corresponding
intrinsic bound. While it may be true that isothermal coordinates satisfy
such a bound, as far as we can see the matter is not clear. More to the
point, however, we need to control the L1 norm of the composition II b 8
in terms of the L1 norm of II on the surface itself. This can be done via the
change of variables formula if we have control over the Lipschitz constants
of 8 and 8&1. By the result of [Fu3], we do indeed have such control over
the coordinates we construct, while simple examples [Re, Theorem 7.1.5]
show that the required estimates definitely fail for isothermal coordinates.
To complete this account of the paper in reverse logical order, the
analysis of the length function *(r)=length(\&1(r)) is based on two new
geometric estimates for the cut locus of a surface. Let rcrit be the smallest
critical value of \. Denote by C the strict cut locus of \, i.e., the set of all
points x # 7 such that there are at least two minimizing geodesics from p0
to x.
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Corollary to Theorem 1.1. Let 7 be a surface with Riemannian
metric of class C3. There are subsets C1 /C2 / } } } /C such that
C & B( p0 , rcrit)= .

i=1
Ci
and each Ci is a finite disjoint union of simple arcs eij , j=1, ..., k(i), each
with finite total absolute geodesic curvature |}| (eij). In fact
:
k(i)
j=1
|}| (eij)2?+|
B( p, rcrit)
|K| ,
independent of i, where K is the Gauss curvature.
Remark. Thus the strict cut locus has in some sense finite total absolute
geodesic curvature within the critical radius. This result remains valid, with
essentially the same proof, even if the metric is only C 1, 1. This stands in
contrast to an example of Itoh [I] showing that C & B( p, rcrit) may have
infinite length in this case.
For the second estimate, given x # 7 let A(x) denote the area of the convex
hull of the set of all tangent vectors at x to minimizing geodesics from p
to x. Thus A(x)>0 if and only if there are at least three such minimizing
geodesics.
Corollary to Theorem 1.6. \(x)<rcrit A(x)2?+B( p, rcrit) |K|.
Our results suggest the following.
Conjecture. Let 7/R3 be a compact embedded 2-dimensional
topological manifold with finite 2-dimensional Hausdorff measure. If for
every diffeomorphism g of R3 the surface g(7) is a surface of bounded
extrinsic curvature in the sense of Pogorelov, then there exists a constant
C< and a sequence of smooth surfaces 71 , 72 , ...  7 in the Hausdorff
metric, with
area 7i+|
7i
( |K|+ |k1|+ |k2 | )C, i=1, 2, ... .
Alternatively, one could ask for the existence of a normal cycle for 7 in
the sense implicitly defined by [Fu2, Theorem 3.2]. In fact it would be
desirable to carry out the entire program of the present paper for surfaces
in R3 admitting normal cycles in this sense. We do believe, however, that
such a surface must admit an approximating sequence of smooth surfaces
with integral curvature bounds as above. Thus this would not represent an
improvement in substance.
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The current-theoretic approach of Sections 13 below could form the
basis for a complete treatment of the Alexandrov theory of MBC, com-
plementing the original synthetic approach of Alexandrov and the method
of isothermal coordinates developed by Reshetnyak (cf. [Re]). From a
general point of view this should hardly be surprising since one may view
the WhitneyFedererFleming theory of currents as simply the correct
Lebesgue-theoretic generalization of the classical theory of multiple
integrals (i.e., differential forms). As such it is the natural complement to
the CartanChern tradition of differential geometry via exterior differential
calculus. This point of view suggests the possibility of using the current-
theoretic analysis of distance functions to generalize the theory of MBC to
higher dimensionssurely the most tantalizing problem suggested by the
theory of the Alexandrov school.
0. BACKGROUND, NOTATION, TERMINOLOGY
Let 7 be a surface equipped with a Riemannian metric of class C 3. We
remark, however, that all of our constructions are valid even if the metric
is only C1, 1. The C3 restriction is made for technical conveniencesince
our main object is to study limits of such surfaces there seems little point
in pressing the point at this stage (but cf. the remarks following the
Corollary to Theorem 1.1 in the Introduction above, and the Remark in
the proof of Theorem 2.1 below).
0.0. Measures and Currents. Let + be a signed Radon measure on a
metric space X. We put |+| for the total variation measure of +, i.e.,
|+|=++++& ,
where +=++&+& is the Hahn decomposition of +. We put &+& for the
total mass of +,
&+&=|+| (X )=&++ &+&+& &.
If E/X, we say that + is carried by E if +(F )=0 whenever F & E=<.
If V/M is an oriented Lipschitz submanifold of dimension k, we denote
by V  the k-dimensional current of dimension k given by integration
over V. In particular, if p # M then  p is the 0-dimensional current  p( f )
= f ( p). When there is no danger of confusion we will sometimes identify
V with V . On the other hand, given a current T we will often write T ,
for the evaluation of T on a form ,.
If T is a current of dimension m and , is a form of degree nm then
T n , is the current of dimension m&n given by T n ,() :=T(, 7 ).
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Thus if m=n and T is representable by integration in the sense of [Fe2]
then T n , is a signed Radon measure.
0.1. Structure Equations. Let U7 denote the tangent circle bundle of 7.
For ! # U7 we define the tautological 1-form : on U7 by :! } { :=(!, p*{) ,
where p: U7  7 is the projection of the bundle. When working locally, we
may assume that 7 is oriented. Let ; denote the perpendicular 1-form, so
that :, ; constitute a positively oriented orthonormal coframe for 7. The
structure equations are then
d:=; 7 |,
d;=&: 7 |,
d|=&Kp* dA,
where | is the connection form on U7 and K is the Gauss curvature
function of 7.
Let T7 be the tangent bundle of 7. Let l: T7  [0, ) be the length
function and let &: T7&zero section  U7 be the normalization map
&(!) :=l(!)&1 !. We denote again by :, ;, | the pullbacks under & to T7
of the corresponding forms on 7. Thus l:, l;, l| are 1-forms on T7 of
class C1. In particular, l: is the tautological 1-form of T7.
If the metric is only C1, 1 then each of T7 and U7 carries a natural
Lipschitz structure and the structure equations may be interpreted in terms
of flat cochains (cf. [Fe2, 4.1.19; Whn]).
0.2. Distance Functions. The distance function from any given point
p # 7 is semiconcave in the complement of [ p], in any C3 local coor-
dinates. It follows as in [Fu0, Proposition 1.2], that the distance function
from any set S/7 is semiconcave in the complement of S, i.e., it is
representable in local coordinates as the difference of a smooth function
and a convex function.
Now let #/7 be a C2 Jordan curve of length L that separates 7. In the
case we have in mind # is the set of points lying at a small distance = from
a point. We select one component E of 7&# and put \ for the restriction
to E _ # of the distance function to #.
For each x # E there is at least one minimizing geodesic segment g from
x to #. Following [Ha], we refer to such a minimizing g as a #-min-arc
for x. We will call the point at which g meets # the base point of g. The set
of all base points to all min-arcs for x is denoted ?(x); this is an upper
semicontinuous multifunction E  #.
The Clarke generalized gradient of \ at x # E is defined to be the convex
hull of all tangent vectors g* ( | g| ) to min-arcs g for x, and denoted
[grad]x \ (see Figs. 2 and 3). The point x is critical if 0 # [grad]x \,
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FIGURE 2
otherwise regular. Note that this terminology agrees with current usage in
Riemannian geometry.
Directional derivatives of \ exist at every point of E in every direction,
and are given by
\
v
:=lim
t a 0
t&1(\(x+tv)&\(x))=inf[v } u : u # [grad]x \]. (0.2.1)
In particular, if v is a continuous vector field on E then \v is lower semi-
continuous.
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FIGURE 3
The graph [! # T7 : ! # [grad]p(!) \] of [grad]\ is a Lipschitz sub-
manifold of T7, with boundary equal to the graph of the field of unit
normals to #. We may orient graph[grad]\ so that the projection
p: T7  7 restricts to an orientation-preserving map. This submanifold has
the property that
(l:& p* d\) | graph[grad] \=0. (0.2.2)
Since \ is Lipschitz but not everywhere differentiable, this formula must be
interpreted as an equation of flat cochains. It is easily proved by smooth
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approximation of \. In a more general context it is a consequence of [Fu1,
Part II].
0.3. The Strict Cut Locus. The strict cut locus corresponding to the
chosen side of # is the set C of all points in E admitting more than one
#-min-arc. This is a subset of the usual cut locus, and differs from the cut
locus only by the removal of a set consisting entirely of endpoints in the
sense of [Sh]. We put also C* for the set of all points in E admitting at
least three #-min-arcs. Thus
E&C=[x # E : [grad]x \ is a singleton],
C&C*=[x # E : [grad]x \ is a nondegenerate line segment],
C*=[x # E : [grad]x \ has nonempty interior].
It is known that C has the structure of a local tree, and that any subarc
of C is rectifiable (cf. [Sh]). In fact C is itself countably 1-rectifiable, and
C* is countable. If c/C is a subarc and x # c&C* then c has a well-
defined tangent line at x, equal to the line bisecting the angle between the
tangent vectors g* 1(\(x)), g* 2(\(x)) corresponding to the two #-min-arcs
g1 , g2 for x. By upper semicontinuity of ? it follows that the tangent line
is continuous as a function of x # c&C*.
0.4. The Distance Flow. Under the hypotheses of Subsection 0.2 above,
fix r0>0 less than the smallest critical value of the distance function \ from
#. Let 2 denote the semiflow associated to \ as in [Fu4, 1.5], characterized
uniquely by the properties
\ b 2(x, s)#\(x)+s for s>0,
d
ds+
2(x, s)=tv for some v # [grad]2(x, s) \, t>0.
The domain of 2 includes #_[0, r0], and 2 | #_[0, r0] induces a
homotopy equivalence between #_[0, r0] and G :=\&1[0, r0].
For any x # G the right derivative d2(x, t)dt+ | t=0 exists and equals |v0 |
&2 v0 ,
where v0 is the unique element of [grad]x \ of minimal length (cf. [Br]).
For x # G we put
? (x) :=[ y # # : 2( y, \(x))=x]
and
wake(x) :=[ y # G : 2( y, \(x)&\( y))=x]
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FIGURE 4
(see Fig. 4). Thus ? (x) is a subarc of # with endpoints in ?(x), and wake(x)
is homeomorphic either to an arc (if x  C) or a disk (if x # C). In the latter
case the boundary of wake(x) consists of the union of ? (x) with the min-
arcs connecting x to the endpoints of ? (x). In any case ? (x)=wake(x) & #.
Obviously wake(2(x, t)) and ? (2(x, t)) are monotone set functions in t.
It follows that the distance flow 2 stabilizes the strict cut locus, i.e., if
x # C & G and 0t<r0&\(x) then 2(x, t) # C. From this we may deduce
that \ is a depth function for each component tree T of C & G, in the sense
that \T is a homomorphism of posets.
0.5. Curves of Finite Total Geodesic Curvature. Observe that a unit-
speed embedded oriented rectifiable curve c: [a, b]  7 is C2 iff the lift
c~ :=(c, c* ): [a, b]  U7 is C1. In this case the geodesic curvature kg of c is
given by
kg(s) ds=c~ *|,
where | is the connection 1-form of U7.
Given a general unit-speed embedded oriented rectifiable curve c, we say
that c has finite total geodesic curvature if there exists a uniformly conver-
gent sequence c1 , c2 , ...  c of smooth embedded curves with supi ci |kg |
<. This condition is equivalent to the existence of a Lipschitz map
c~ : [A, B]  U7 such that { :=c&1 b p b c~ is a continuous surjective
monotone nondecreasing map: [A, B]  [a, b] with c* (s)=c~ ({&1(s)) for
a.e. s # [a, b]. Such a curve c~ will be called a tangent lift of c.
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(A third characterization of finite total geodesic curvature is the existence
of a partition of c into subarcs c1 , ..., cn such that for each i there exist
smooth local coordinates in which ci appears as the graph of a difference
of convex functions.)
If c has finite total geodesic curvature then the geodesic curvature of c
is well-defined as a signed measure }=}c supported on c: in fact, if
c1 , c2 , ...  c as above and we define the geodesic curvature measures of the
ci by }ci (E ) :=ci & E kg , then the measures }ci converge weakly to }c . In
fact, as currents the lifted curves c~ i converge to a distinguished lift c~ of c;
the geodesic curvature measure is then given by
}c(E )=|
c~ & p&1(E )
|.
Using this measure the usual formulation of the GaussBonnet theorem
remains true for domains bounded by curves with finite total geodesic
curvature. Measuring the length of the distinguished lift c~ with respect to
the usual (Sasaki) metric on U7, we have
length(c~ )length(c)+|}| (c)- 2 length(c~ ).
0.6. Essential Variation. If c is a simple arc in a space (e.g., if c is an
interval in R) and %: c  R is a measurable function, we define the total
essential variation of % to be
Varc(%) :=sup :
n
i=1
|%(ti)&%(t i&1)|,
where the supremum is taken over all partitions t0 , ..., tn of subarcs of c,
where the ti are restricted to be Lebesgue points of %.
1. THE CURVATURE OF THE STRICT CUT LOCUS
For the entirety of this section we take the premises of Subsections 0.2
and 0.4 as a standing hypothesis. We prove two theorems asserting the
tameness of the geometry of the strict cut locus inside the regular region
G=\&1[0, r0). The first is a statement about the edges of the local tree,
and implies that C & G has in some sense finite total geodesic curvature,
bounded by the total geodesic curvature of # and the total absolute Gauss
curvature of G (cf. Corollary 1.4 below). The second is a finiteness state-
ment for the set of nodes C* & G: even though this set is in general infinite,
nonetheless the area of the portion of the graph of the generalized gradient
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[grad]\ supported above C* & G is finite, and bounded by the same
curvature integrals (Theorem 1.6). These estimates will be crucial for the
BV estimates in Section 3.
1.1. Theorem. If c/C & G is a closed arc on which \ is monotone, then
c has finite total absolute geodesic curvature. More precisely, let cmax , cmin # c
be the points at which \ | c attains its maximum and minimum, respectively.
Then
|}| (c)|
? (cmax)&? (cmin)
|kg | ds+|
wake(cmax)&wake(cmin)
|K | dA.
For the proof we need two lemmas.
1.2. Lemma. Let c/C & G be an arc on which \ is monotone, and for
x # c&C* put %(x) # (0, ?2) for the angle between the tangent line to c at x
and either of the two min-arcs for x (theses angles are equal by 0.3). Then
% is a function of bounded variation on c, with total essential variation
Varc(%) 12 \|? (cmax)&? (cmin) |kg | ds+|wake(cmax)&wake(cmin) |K | dA+ .
Proof of Lemma 1.2. Let t0 , ..., tn # c&C* be given, with \(t0)<\(t1)
< } } } <\(tn). Then ? (tn)&? (t0) is a disjoint union of two arcs :, ;/#.
Likewise each ? (ti)&? (ti&1)=:i _ ; i , where the arcs :1 , ..., :n partition :
and ;1 , ..., ;n partition ;. The sets
Ai :=2(:i _(0, \(ti)),
Bi :=2(;i _(0, \(ti))
partition wake(tn)&wake(t0) (see Fig. 5).
We apply Stoke’s theorem to the section Ci= p&1(Ai _ Bi) & 1/T7,
where 1 :=graph[grad]\ & p&1G. The boundary of Ci consists of the
graph of the outward normal field along the arcs :i , ;i , the tangent lifts to
the #-min-arcs for t i and ti&1 , and the line segments in Tti7, Tti&1 7 joining
the tangent vectors to these min-arcs. Furthermore Ci does not meet the
zero section. Therefore, putting %i :=%(ti),
|
Ai _ Bi
K=|
Ci
p*K=&|
Ci
d|=&|
Ci
|
= &|
:i
kg&|
;i
kg+2%i&2%i&1 ,
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FIGURE 5
whence
|%i&%i&1|= 12 }|Ai _ Bi K+|:i _ ;i kg }
1
2 \|Ai _ Bi |K |+|:i _ ;i |kg |+ .
Therefore
:
n
i=1
|%i&%i&1| 12 :
n
i=1 \|Ai _ Bi |K |+|:i _ ;i |kg |+
= 12 \|wake(tn)&wake(t0) |K |+|? (tn)&? (t0) |kg |+ .
The result follows by taking the supremum over all such partitions [ti] of c.
1.3. Lemma. With c as above there exists a rectifiable lift c /U7 of c
such that:
(1) if p(c (t))  C* then c (t) is equal to the tangent vector at p(c (t)) to
one of its two min-arcs, and
(2) c ||| 12 (? (cmax)&? (cmin) |kg |+wake(cmax)&wake(cmin) |K | ).
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In particular,
length c length c+ 12 \|? (cmax)&? (cmin) |kg |+|wake(cmax)&wake(cmin) |K |+ .
Proof. Let P :=[t0 , ..., tn] be a partition of c as in the proof of
Lemma 1.2, and denote by ci the portion of c with endpoints ti&1 and t i ,
i=1, ..., n. We construct a rectifiable arc c P by concatenating certain lifts
fi of the ci with certain subarcs of Uti 7, i=1, ..., n&1.
Put Di :=&(1 ) & p&1A i /U7. Let g i be the unique #-min-arc joining ti
to :, and denote its tangent vector at ti by g* i . Then
Di= g~ i& g~ i&1&:~ i+ei ,
where g~ i , g~ i&1 are the tangent lifts to the min-arcs gi , gi&1 , :~ i is the
normal lift of :i , and spt ei /p&1ci . Since | vanishes on tangent lifts of
geodesics, Stokes’s theorem implies that
|
ei
|=|
 Di& g~ i+ g~ i&1+:~ i
|
=|
Di
|+|
:~ i
|
= &|
Ai
K+|
:i
kg . (1.3.1)
Now ei is a 1-dimensional integer flat chain supported in the total space
of the restriction of U7 to ci , with ei=g* i&g* i&1, where g* i stands for
the velocity vector of gi at ti . Since ci is rectifiable, this restricted circle
bundle is a Lipschitz submanifold of U7, Lipschitz homeomorphic to the
cylinder ci_S1. In fact such a Lipschitz homeomorphism may be realized
by a map
(x, ,) [ (cos ,) v1(x)+(sin ,) v2(x),
where v1 , v2 are parallel orthonormal sections along ci . With respect to this
trivialization ei is homologous (in the sense of currents) within the cylinder
to some arc fi of the form ci _[w0] _ [t i]_bi , where bi is a subarc of
Uti 7. In other words fi is the concatenation of the parallel vector field over
ci with value g* i&1 at ti&1 , and a subarc of Uti 7 connecting the value of
this parallel field at ti with g* i . Since the restriction of | to the cylinder is
closed, it follows that length fi=length(ci)+length bi=length ci+|ei ||
length(ci)+Ai |K |+:i |kg | by (1.3.1).
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Taking c P to be the concatenation of the fi , we compute
length c P :
i \length ci+|Ai |K |+|:i |kg |+length c+|A |K |+|: |kg |.
Taking c to be the limit of a subsequence of the c P as the mesh of the
partition P tends to zero and the endpoints t0 , tn tend to the endpoints
of c, it is clear that c has the stated values over every point where the one-
sided gradient field of \ is continuous. But the field is continuous
everywhere in c&C* by upper semicontinuity of ?.
Finally, to obtain the bounds of the Lemma we note that we may replace
the curvature integrals above by the corresponding integrals over B and ;
if necessary.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let c : [A, B]  U7 be the lift of c from
Lemma 1.3 and c = the orthogonal complement lift. Let % : [A, B]  (0, ?2)
be a function with the property that % (t)=%( p(c (t))) whenever p(c (t)) #
c&C*. Lemma 1.2 ensures that % may be chosen so that Var[A, B] % 
1
2 (? (cmax)&? (cmin) |kg |+wake(cmax)&wake(cmin) |K | ). Put
c~ :=(cos % ) c +(sin % ) c =.
Then c~ is a tangent lift of c, with
length c~ length c+|
c~
|||,
where
|
c~
||||
c
|||+Var(% )|
? (cmax)&? (cmin)
|kg |+|
wake(cmax)&wake(cmin)
|K |
by Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3. Q.E.D.
1.4. Corollary. Let C1 , ..., Ck /C & G be pairwise disjoint subtrees,
each having finitely many edges and nodes, and rooted at points x1 , ..., xk #
\&1(r0) respectively. Let ei, j , j=1, ..., ni , be the edges of Ci , i=1, ..., k. Then
:
k
i
:
ni
j=1
|}| (ei, j)|
#
|kg |+|
G
|K |.
Proof. Note first of all that the family of sets ? (xi), i=1, ..., k, is
pairwise disjoint, and the same holds for the family of the wake(xi). Fixing
one of the subtrees Ci , if now e, e$ are edges of Ci then by Subsection 0.4
either e$/wake(emin) or e$ & wake(emin)=<. It follows that the family of
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sets wake(emax)&wake(emin) corresponding to the edges e of Ci are
pairwise disjoint, and the same holds for the family of ? (emax)&? (emin).
The corollary now follows directly from Theorem 1.1.
Remark. Note that C & G may be expressed as a monotone union of
sets C1 _ } } } _ Ck as in the Corollary.
The following will also be useful.
1.5. Corollary. Given x # G the vector function d 2(x, t)dt+ has bounded
essential variation on the interval [0, r0&\(x)). In particular it is continuous
from the right everywhere in this interval.
Proof. The function 2(x, t), 0t<r0&\(x) consists of a (possibly
empty) unit-speed geodesic, concatenated with a subarc of C on which \ is
monotone. The unit tangent field to this curve has bounded variation by
Theorem 1.1. By Subsection 0.4, the velocity function is
}d2(x, t)dt+ }=csc(%(2(x, t)))
whenever 2(x, t)  C*, and therefore has bounded essential variation by
Lemma 1.2.
Next we consider the nodes of C & G. Note that if x # G then the convex
set [grad]x \/Tx 7 has nonempty interior iff x # C*.
1.6. Theorem.
:
x # C* & G
area[grad]x \\|# |kg |+|G |K |+ 12 : ( i&sin i)+
 32 \|# |kg |+|G |K |+ ,
where the sum ranges over the exterior angles i of the curve \&1(r0) at all
points xi # C & \&1(r0).
Remarks. Note 12 (&sin ) is the area of the region of the part of a
circular sector of angle  enclosed by the corresponding arc and chord
(see Fig. 6).
Proof. To prove the first inequality it is enough to show, for any
connected subtree C0 /C & G rooted at x0 # \&1(r0), that
2 :
x # C0
area[grad]x \0&sin 0+2 |
? (x0)
|kg |+2 |
wake(x0)
|K |.
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FIGURE 6
To this end let v1 , ..., vk$ be any finite collection of points in C0 . Then the
union of their trajectories under 2 is a finite tree C$0 rooted at x0 . We aug-
ment the collection of vi by the nodes of this tree to obtain finitely many
points v1 , ..., vk such that C$0 is a finite union of arcs (edges) with endpoints
from among the vi and which meet only at these endpoints.
By Lemma 1.2 we may define for edges e of C$0
%+(e) := lim
x # e, x  emax
%(x),
%&(e) := lim
x # e, x  emin
%(x).
Furthermore Lemma 1.2 implies
:
e
|%+(e)&%&(e)| 12 \|? (x0) |kg |+|wake(x0) |K |+ . (1.6.1)
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Moreover, given any edge e,
area[grad]emin \%&(e)&
1
2 sin 2%&(e)& :
fmax=emin
(%+( f )& 12 sin 2%+( f )).
(1.6.2)
To see this we note that (0.2.1) and Corollary 1.5 imply that 2%&(e) is
equal to the angle of the cone generated by [grad]emin \/Temin 7. Further-
more, we claim that for each edge f with fmax=emin there is a corresponding
segment of the boundary of [grad]emin \ whose endpoints are separated by
an arc of length 2%+( f ) on the unit circle of Temin 7. To prove this claim
we note first that for such f the Hausdorff limit
lim
x # f &C*, x  emin
[grad]x \
exists and is a line segment in [grad]emin \, with endpoints separated by an
arc : of length 2%+( f ) on the unit circle of Temin 7. In fact this segment lies
on the boundary of [grad]emin \: for otherwise, by the definition of
[grad]\, there is a min-arc g* for emin whose tangent vector at emin lies in
the interior of :. By Subsection 0.4, the tangent vector to f at emin is in the
direction of the midpoint of :. Therefore the min-arc g* must intersect
some min-arc of x for all x # f sufficiently close to emin . This is a contradiction,
FIGURE 7
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FIGURE 8
so the claim is established. Now (1.6.2) follows from the Remark following
the statement of the present theorem.
Therefore (see Figs. 7 and 8)
2 area[grad]emin \2%&(e)&sin 2%&(e)& :
fmax=emin
(2%+( f )&sin 2%+( f ))
2%+(e)&sin 2%+(e)+4 |%+(e)&%&(e)|
& :
fmax=emin
(2%+( f )&sin 2%+( f )).
Thus the sum over all the nodes v1 , ..., vk telescopes
:
k
i=1
2 area[grad]vi \(2%(x0)&sin 2%(x0))+4 :
e
|%+(e)&%&(e)|
=0&sin 0+4 :
e
|%+(e)&%&(e)|
0&sin 0+2 |
? (x0)
|kg |+2 |
wake(x0)
|K |
by (1.6.1). This is the first inequality of the theorem.
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To obtain the second inequality, note that
:
i
i&sin i:
i
i|
#
k&g +|
G
K +
by the GaussBonnet theorem.
2. DERIVATIVES OF THE LENGTH FUNCTION
Hartman [Ha] gives a formula for the derivative of the function
*#(t) :=length 2(#, t) for a.e. value of t. Here we show that the derivative
*$# is itself a function of bounded variation on [0, r0] (and therefore *# is
a difference of convex functions), with variation bounded in terms of the
curvature integrals from Section 1.
We put
|{\min | :=inf[ |v| : v # [grad]x \, x # G].
2.1. Theorem. There is a nonnegative Radon measure + on G such that,
if _/# is a subarc with endpoints p$, q$, such that the trajectories 2( p$, t),
2(q$, t), 0tt1 are #-min-arcs, then
}d length 2(_, t)dt }
b
a }+(2(__[a, b])) (2.1.1)
for almost all a, b # [0, t1]. Furthermore the total mass of + satisfies
+(G)|
G
|K |+ 92 |{\min |
&3 \|# |kg |+|G |K |+ . (2.1.2)
Remark. In particular, if #1 , ..., #k /# are disjoint subarcs satisfying the
hypothesis of the theorem, then
:
k
i=1
Var[0, r0] \d length 2(#i , t)dt +|G |K |+4 |{\min |&3 \|# |kg |+|G |K |+ .
(2.1.3)
Proof. The proof is an application of the structure equations and the
coarea formula applied to 1 :=p&1(G) & graph[grad]\. To begin we use
this framework to derive an expression for the derivative of *_ .
Observe that for a.e. t # [0, r0) we have *_(t) :=length 2(_, t)=
1 & p&1(2(_, t)) ;=(1, p*\, t)(;). Therefore for a.e. s, t # [0, r0), s<t,
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*_(t)&*_(s)=\|1 & p&1 2(_, t)&|1 & p&1 2(_, s)+ ;
=|
(1 & p&1 2(__[s, t]))
;
=|
1 & p&1 2(__[s, t])
d;
=|
1 & p&1 2(__[s, t])
|7 :.
Here the second equality results from the fact that ; vanishes on the
tangent lift of any C2 curve, and from the assumption that 2( p, t), 2(q, t)
are #-min-arcs (thus the parts of the boundary of 1 & p&1 2(__[s, t])
lying over these curves are precisely the tangent lifts of these min-arcs).
But (l:&d\) | 1=0 by (0.2.2), so the coarea formula (in the form of
[Fe, 4.3.2(1)]) yields
|
1 & p&1 2(__[s, t])
|7 :=|
1 & p&1 2(__[s, t])
(l &1|) 7 d\
=|
t
s \|1 & p&1 2(_, u) l &1|+ du
since \&1(u) & 2(__[0, r0])=2(_, u). Therefore
d
dt
*_(t)=|
1 & p&1 2(_, t)
r&1| (2.1.4)
for a.e. t # [0, r0].
Remark. According to [Ha], for a.e. t>0 the level curve \&1(t) is
piecewise smooth, i.e., it is the union of finitely many C2 subarcs ;1 , ..., ;k(t)
meeting in pairs at their endpoints. If furthermore \&1(t) & C*=< then
1 & p&1\&1(t) consists of the outward unit normal field to the ;i , together
with the line segment of Tx7 joining the normal vector to ;i with the
normal to ;j at each intersection [x]=;i & ;j . Thus in this case (2.1.4)
becomes
d
dt
*#(t)= :
k(t)
i=1
|
;i
kg&2 :
x
tan
%x
2
,
where the second sum is taken over all intersection points x and %x is the
exterior angle. This is Hartman’s derivative formula.
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In the case of a C1, 1 metric the piecewise smoothness assertion of [Ha]
definitely fails, i.e., there may be sets of t of full measure for which the
corresponding level curves contain a dense countably infinite set of corners.
However, the derivative formula remains valid in the form (2.1.4).)
To bound the variation of these derivatives we repeat this procedure: for
a.e. s, t as above,
*_(t)&*_(s)=\|1 & p&1 2(_, t)&|1 & p&1 2(_, s) + l &1|
=|
(1 & p&1 2(__[s, t]))
l &1|
=|
1 & p&1 2(__[s, t])
d(l &1|)
= &|
1 & p&1 2(__[s, t])
(l &2 dl 7 |+Kl &1p* dA).
The second equality here results from the fact that | vanishes on the
tangent lifts of geodesics. We therefore take + to be the absolute value
measure of the signed Radon measure appearing implicitly on the right of
the last equation:
+ :=| p
*
(1 n (l &2 dl 7 |+Kl &1p* dA))|.
Since \ is differentiable a.e. in G, with
l({\)=|{\|#1,
the measure p
*
(1 n Kl &1p* dA) is simply integration over G against the
curvature K. The total mass of this measure is obviously G |K |.
We now use the results of Section 1 to estimate the total mass of
p
*
(1 n (l &2 dl 7 |)). Since l#1 on 1& p&1(C), this measure is carried by
the strict cut locus C. We examine separately the value of the total
variation measure on C* and C&C*.
Let x # C*. Since the restriction of l dl7 | to the fiber Tx7 is simply its
area 2-form dB, we obtain
|
1 & p&1(x)
l &2 dl 7 |=|
1 & p&1(x)
l &3 dB
(inf
1
l )&3 area[grad]x \
=|{\min | &3 area[grad]x \.
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With Theorem 1.6 we now obtain
+(C* & G)=|
1 n p&1(C*)
l &2 dl 7 | 32 |{\min |
&3 \|# |kg |+|G |K |+ .
(2.1.5)
Moving on to C&C*, let c/C be a subarc on which \ is monotone.
By Theorem 1.1, c has a distinguished tangent lift c~ : [A, B]  U7 as in
Subsection 0.5. Let % : [A, B]  (0, ?2) be as in the proof of Theorem 1.1 and
consider the Lipschitz map 9: [A, B]_[&1, 1]  T7 given by
9(s, t) :=(cos % (s)) c~ (s)+t(sin % (s)) c~ =(s).
Thus 1 & p&1(c)&image 9 is included in p&1(C*), so by the area formula
&1 n ( p&1(c&C*), l &2 dl 7 |)&|
[A, B]_[&1, 1]
|9*(l &2 dl 7 |)|,
(2.1.6)
where
9*l=(cos2 % +t2 sin2 % )12,
9* dl=(9*l )&1 ((t2&1) % $ sin % cos % ds+t sin2 % dt),
9*|=c~ *|+(1+t2 tan2 % )&1 (t% $ sec2 % ds+tan % dt).
Defining k # L[A, B] by c~ *|=k ds, we compute
9*(l &2 dl 7 |)=l &3(&tk cos2 % +% $(1+t2 tan2 % )&1
_(&t2+(t2&1) sin % cos % )) ds 7 dt,
so 9*(l &2 dl 7 |)=(s, t) ds 7 dt where |(s, t)||{\min |&3( |k (s)|+
|% $(s)| ).
Therefore (2.1.6) yields
|1 n l &2 dl 7 || ( p&1(c&C*))
2 |{\min | &3 |
B
A
|k (s)|+|% $(s)| ds
2 |{\min | &3 ( |}| (c)+Varc(% ))
3 |{\min | &3 \|? (cmax)&? (cmin) |kg | ds+|wake(cmax)&wake(cmin) |K | dA+
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by Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 1.2. Therefore
+(G & (C&C*))=|1 n l &2 dl 7 || ( p&1(c&C*))
3 |{\min |&3 \|# |kg |+|G |K |+ . (2.1.7)
With (2.1.5) this completes the proof.
3. W1, BV LOCAL COORDINATES
Recall that 7 is a C3 complete Riemannian surface, #/7 a smooth
Jordan curve, E/7 the closure of one component of 7&#, \ the distance
function from #, r0>0 a number smaller than the smallest critical value of
\ | E, G=E & \&1[0, r0], and 1 the graph of [grad] \ | G. We put also
*(r) :=length(\&1(r) & E ). Let g0/E be a geodesic segment of length r0
minimizing the distance to #, with one endpoint g0(0)=p # #. Choose
A>0, and let s # S 1A :=RAZ be a constant speed parameter for # with
s=0 at p. As in [Fu3] we construct a map 9: G  [0, r0]_S 1A , by
9(x) :=(\(x), A*(\(x))&1 l(x)),
where l(x) is the length of the positively oriented subarc of \&1(\(x))
connecting g0(\(x)) to x, and put
8 :=9&1.
3.1. Lemma. If |{\min |>0 then 9 and 8 are Lipschitz maps.
Proof. This follows by an argument similar to that of [Fu2].
In particular, 8 is ‘‘practically C1.’’ In fact it is even ‘‘practically C2:’’
3.2. Theorem. Put
r :=8* \ r+ , s :=8* \

s+ .
The distributional covariant derivatives
{rr dr ds, {rs dr ds={sr dr ds, {ss dr ds
are all vector measures, each with total mass bounded by
C( inf
0rr0
*(r))&1,
where C is a constant depending only on |{\min |&1, # |kg |, and G |K |.
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In other words, given a smooth vector field ! and a smooth function ,, both
supported in the interior of G, we have for {ss
} |S 1A |
r0
0
((s , !) s(, b 8)+(s , {s!)(, b 8)) dr ds }
C &!& &,& (inf *)&1,
and similarly for the other two expressions above.
Proof. By construction of 8, for a.e. x # G the vector s(x) is tangent to
\&1(\(x)), with
|s(x)|=A&1*(\(x)). (3.2.1)
Therefore, fixing \=r and integrating by parts, we have for any smooth
vector field ! and smooth function , as above
} |S 1A ((s , !) s,+(s , {s!) ,) dr ds }
A&1 &!& &,& *(r) |}| (\&1(r))
A&1 &!& &,& *(r) \|# |kg |+|G |K |+ , (3.2.2)
where in the second inequality we use the GaussBonnet theorem as in the
proof of Lemma 2.1 of [Fu3]. We abbreviate this by writing
"{ds s"\=r A&1*(r) \|# |kg |+|G |K |+ . (3.2.2$)
The required bound for the total mass &{s s& follows immediately.
It remains to estimate the total mass of the vector measures {r s={s r
and {r r . For the first we use (3.2.1) to obtain for fixed s
" {dr s"cs A
&1 \Var[0, r0] *+"*(r) {dr ( |s |&1 s)"cs+
A&1(Var[0, r0] *+( max[0, r0]
*)(Var[0, r0]( b cs)+|}| (cs))),
(3.2.3)
where we put
 :=M(s , r) # [0, ?],
cs :=8( } , s)
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FIGURE 9
(see Fig. 9) and in the left hand side we adopt a notation similar to that
of (3.2.2$).
Similarly,
"{dr r"cs |}| (cs) sup |r |+Var[0, r0] |r b cs |. (3.2.4)
Therefore we may estimate the required total variations by estimating
the integrals
|
A
0
|}| (cs) ds, (3.2.5)
|
A
0
Var[0, r0]( b cs) ds, (3.2.6)
|
A
0
Var[0, r0] |r b cs | ds=|
A
0
Var[0, r0] |c* s | ds. (3.2.7)
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Of these, the key is (3.2.6):
3.3. Lemma. (1) The essential infimum of  is bounded below by a
positive constant depending only on |{\min |&1, G |K | and # |kg |.
(2)
|
A
0
Var[0, r0]( b cs) ds
Var[0, r0](*$)+A \+(G)+8r0 sup0tr0 \|1 & p&1\&1(t) l
&1|||+
2
_( inf
0tr0
length(\&1(t)))&1+ .
<.
Proof. Since the strict cut locus C has _-finite 1-dimensional measure,
and the map 9 is Lipschitz, the coarea formula implies that the curve cs
meets C in a set of 1-dimensional measure zero for a.e. s # [0, A). We fix
such s # [0, A) and abbreviate c=cs . Then  is well-defined a.e. along cs .
For 0rr0 we put :r to be the positively oriented subarc of \&1(r)
connecting c(r) to g0 . In particular
length(:r)#*(r) A&1s.
Therefore if we introduce for subsets E/\&1(r) the signed measure
}~ (E) :=|
1 & p&1E
l &1|
arising in the first variation formula (2.1.4), it is easy to see using
Theorem 2.1 that length(:r) is a Lipschitz function of r with
d
dr
length(:r)=
s
A
*$(r)=}~ (:r)+cot (c(r)) (3.3.1)
for a.e. r # [0, r0). Since
|
1 & p&1\&1(t)
l &1 |||= |}~ | (\&1(r))2 |{\min | tan
|}| (\&1(r))
2 |{\min |
,
(3.3.0)
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FIGURE 10
conclusion (1) follows from Theorem 2.1. Furthermore, for 0<r<r$<r0
|(c(r$))&(c(r))||cot (c(r$))&cot (c(r))|
_ sA |*$(r$)&*$(r)|+|}~ (:r$)&}~ (:r)|& . (3.3.2)
Thus we need to estimate the total variation in r of }~ (:r). Fix r, r$ as
above and let ;r$ /:r$ be the maximal subarc with one endpoint on g0 such
that ;r :=wake(;r$) & \&1(r)/:r (see Figs. 10 and 11). Clearly at most
one of the sets :r&;r , :r$&;r$ is nonempty; denote it by _rr$=_rr$(s).
Then
length(_rr$)|length(:r)&length(:r$)|+|length(;r)&length(;r$)|
2 |r&r$| sup
rtr$
|}~ | (\&1(t)) (3.3.3)
by (3.3.1) and (2.1.4). Put B=Bs :=wake(;) & \&1[r, r$]. Then by
Theorem 2.1
|}~ (:r$)&}~ (:r)||}~ (;r$)&}~ (;r)|+|}~ (_rr$)|
+(B)+|}~ (_rr$)|. (3.3.4)
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FIGURE 11
Having performed the constructions above for a.e. s # [0, A) we integrate
with respect to s to obtain
|
A
0
|}~ (:r$)&}~ (:r)| ds|
A
0
+(Bs) ds+|
A
0
|}~ (_rr$(s))| ds
A+(\&1[r, r$))+|
A
0
|}~ | (_rr$(s)) ds. (3.3.5)
Writing
|
A
0
|}~ | (_rr$(s)) ds=|
A
0 \|\&1(r)+|\&1(r$)+ 1_rr$(s)( p) d |}~ | ( p) ds,
by (3.3.3) we have for fixed p # \&1(r) _ \&1(r$)
|
A
0
1_rr$(s)( p) ds4A |r&r$| sup
rtr$
|}~ | (\&1(t)) min(*(r), *(r$))&1.
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Changing the order of integration and substituting into (3.3.5), this yields
|
A
0
|}~ (:r$)&}~ (:r)| dsA+(\&1[r, r$))+8 |r&r$|
suprtr$ |}~ | (\&1(t))2
min(*(r), *(r$))
.
(3.3.6)
Using (3.3.2), (3.3.6), and Theorem 2.1, it follows that for every partition
0r1r2 } } } rnr0 , the right-hand side of the inequality of conclu-
sion (2) dominates n&1i=1 
A
0 |(r i+1 , s)&(ri , s)| ds. To finish the proof of
Lemma 3.3 it is therefore enough to prove the following.
Sublemma. Let f # L1([0, 1]2). Suppose that there is a constant C<
such that, for every partition P=[0x0x1 } } } xn1]
:
n
i=1
|
1
0
| f (xi , y)& f (xi&1 , y)| dyC.
Then for a.e. y # [0, 1] the function f ( } , y) has bounded essential variation on
[0, 1], with
|
1
0
Var[0, 1] f ( } , y) dyC.
Remark. As kindly pointed out by Ed Azoff, the sublemma is false if
in the conclusion ‘‘bounded essential variation’’ is replaced by ‘‘bounded
variation.’’
Proof of Sublemma. For a # R let 2n+a denote the partition of [0, 1]
consisting of all points m2&n+a, m # Z, that lie in the interval. It is clear
that if g # L1[0, 1] then, for a.e. a # R, every point of n=1 2n+a is a
Lebesgue point of g. Furthermore
lim
n   |
1
0
Var(g, 2n+a) da=|
1
0
lim
n  
Var(g, 2n+a) da=Var[0, 1] g,
(3.3.7)
where Var(g, [x0 } } } xn]) :=ni=1 | g(x i)& g(xi&1)| and the first
equality follows from the monotone convergence theorem.
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Applying this to the functions g= f ( } , y),
C lim
n   |
1
0
|
1
0
Var( f ( } , y), 2n+a) da dy
=|
1
0
lim
n   |
1
0
Var( f ( } , y), 2n+a) da dy
=|
1
0
Var[0, 1] f ( } , y) dy. Q.E.D.
Continuing with the proof of Theorem 3.2, since
|c* s(r)|=csc( b cs(r))
for cs(r)  C, the integral (3.2.7) is bounded by csc(inf ) cot(inf ) times
(3.2.6). The desired bound for (3.2.7) therefore follows using both parts of
Lemma 3.3.
To estimate (3.2.5), for a.e. s # [0, A) and a.e. 0<r<r$<r0 we may
argue as in the proof of Lemma 1.3 to obtain a unit vector field ! along
c=cs with values equal to the unit tangent vectors at cs(r) and cs(r$) and
for which
|
r$
r
|{c* (t) !| dt|}(:r$)&}(:r)+(c(r$))&(c(r))|+|
\&1(r, r$)
|K | dA
|}(:r$)&}(:r)|+|(c(r$))&(c(r))|+|
\&1(r, r$)
|K | dA.
(3.2.8)
Integrating the first term on the right with respect to s,
|
A
0
|}(:r$)&}(:r)| dsA |
\&1(r, r$)
|K | dA+2A |r$&r|
suprtr$ |}| (\&1(t))
min(*(r), *(r$))
by an argument similar to that for (3.3.5). Therefore
|
A
0
|
r$
r
|{c* (t)!| dt ds
(A+1) |
\&1(r, r$)
|K | dA+|
A
0
Var[r, r$]( b cs) ds,
+2A |r$&r|
suprtr$ |}| (\&1(t))
min(*(r), *(r$))
. (3.2.9)
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Now we apply the estimate (3.2.9) to adjacent elements ri&1 , ri of parti-
tions r1 , ..., rn of [0, r0] and use the proof of Lemma 1.3 to obtain for a.e.
s # [0, A) the existence of rectifiable tangent lifts c~ s satisfying
|
A
0
|}| (cs) ds|
A
0
|
c~ s
||| ds
(A+1) |
G
|K |+|
A
0
Var[0, r0]( b cs) ds
+2Ar0
sup0tr0 |}| (\
&1(t))
inf(*(r))
. (3.2.10)
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2.
Given a point p0 # 7, by a limiting process we may now apply
Theorem 3.2 to the ‘‘virtual curve’’ #=Up0 7. Under the hypothesis of
Theorem B of [Fu3], the resulting ‘‘polar coordinates’’ may be straightened
to biLipschitz rectilinear local coordinates about p0 , with Lipschitz
constants bounded by functions of the integral K0 of |K | in the
neighborhood of p0 .
3.4 Theorem. Let 7 be a surface with a complete C 2 Riemannian metric
and Gaussian curvature K, and p0 # 7. Suppose
K0 :=|
B( p0 , 3R2)
|K | dA<K*,
where K*=0.51959... is the smallest positive solution of
?
2
&K*&tan
K*
2
=0,
and that 7 contains no geodesic loops of length <3R. Then there is a
positive constant C(K0), depending only on K0 , and a homeomorphism 8
from the euclidean disc DR :=[x2+ y2<R] onto the metric ball B( p0 , R)
/7, such that
Lip(8)C(K0),
Lip(8&1)C(K0),
&8&W1, BV :=Lip(8)+&{x x dx dy&+&{x y dx dy&+&{y y dx dy&
C(K0).
Proof. All except the last inequality is proved in [Fu3]. To prove this
inequality, we observe first that in the present situation the GaussBonnet
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theorem implies that |{\min |cos(K0 2)>0. Since the virtual curve # has
# |kg |=2?, the estimate of Theorem 3.3 may be stated solely in terms of
B( p0 , R) |K | dAK0 .
We apply this estimate in each annulus B( p0 , 2&n)&B( p0 , 2&n&1),
taking # to be the inner curve \&1(2&n&1). Note that the lengths of the
level curves of \ within such a region are bounded above and below by
constants of the form C(K0) 2&n. Now the desired inequality follows from
the change of variables formula expressing the measures
{x x dx dy, {x y dx dy, {y y dx dy
in terms of
{r r dr d%, {r % dr d%, {% % dr d%.
The next result is the basis of the constructions in Section 4.
3.5. Theorem. In addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 3.4, suppose
that 7 is immersed in Rn and put |II | for the operator norm of the second
fundamental form of 7 (so if n=3 then |II | is the maximum of the absolute
values of the principal curvatures). Then, as a map into Rn, 8 # W1, BV (DR).
In fact the total mass of the distributional second derivative of 8 satisfies
&D28&C(K0)+Lip(8)2 Lip(8&1)2 |
B( p, R)
|II | dA.
Proof. Let ! be a smooth vector field and , a smooth function on Rn,
whose supports intersect 7 in compact subsets of G. For i, j # [1, 2], we
have
|
DR
( i j 8, !) , dx dy
:=&|
DR
(( j 8, !) i ,+( j 8,  i !) ,) dx dy
=&|
DR
(( j 8, !tan) i ,+(j 8,  i !tan) ,) dx dy
&|
DR
( j 8, i !nor) ,) dx dy
=|
DR
({ i j 8, !tan) , dx dy&|
DR
(II(j 8,  i 8), !) , dx dy
&!& &,& \&{i j dx dy&+|DR |II(i ,  j )| dx dy+ ,
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where we abbreviate 8 b , as 8, etc., and !tan , !nor are respectively the
projections of ! to the tangent and normal spaces of 7. The first term in
the parentheses is estimated in Theorem 3.4, while the second term satisfies
|
DR
|II(i 8, j8)| dx dy|
DR
|i 8| |j 8| |II b 8| dx dy
Lip(8)2 |
DR
|II b 8| dx dy
=Lip(8)2 |
B( p, R)
|II | |det D(8&1)| dA
Lip(8)2 Lip(8&1)2 |
B( p, R)
|II | dA,
where in the next to last step we apply the area formula. Now apply
Theorem 3.4.
4. DISTANCE CONVERGENCE AND EMBEDDED SURFACES OF
BOUNDED INTEGRAL CURVATURE
4.0. Lemma. Let M be a smooth Riemannian manifold and let
81 , 82 , ... : DR  M, R>0, with images lying within a fixed compact region
of M and such that
|D8i |C,
&D28 i&C, (4.0.1)
C&1 |v| |D8i (x) } v|C |v| for a.e. x # R and all v # R2,
i=1, 2, ..., where C is a fixed constant. We assume also that
|D8i (x) } v| |(v, r) |, (4.0.2)
for a.e. x # DR and all v # R2, where r is the unit radial vector field on
DR /R2.
If 80 is the uniform limit of a subsequence 8 i $ then the bounds (4.0.1),
(4.0.2) hold for i=0 as well.
Of course the ArzelaAscoli theorem implies that such a convergent
subsequence always exists.
Proof. The bounds (4.0.1) for i=0 are immediate.
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The BV compactness theorem [EG, p. 176, Theorem 4] implies that
there is a subsubsequence such that
D8i" w
L1 D80 , (4.0.3)
and therefore pointwise a.e. This gives (4.0.2) for 80 .
These bounds imply the following ‘‘Gauss lemma.’’ As in smooth differential
geometry, this is the technical cornerstone for the subsequent results.
4.1. Gauss Lemma. If (4.0.1) and (4.0.2) hold for 80 : DR  M and
c/DR is a subarc containing the origin and intersecting the boundary circle
of DR , then length(80(c))R.
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that the arc c is
simple.
Suppose first that c is rectifiable; the unrectifiable case will be excluded
in Lemma 4.2 below. Let c(s), 0sl, be a unit speed parametrization.
Then 80 b c : [0, l]  M is Lipschitz. We claim that | dds (80 b c)||(
dc
ds , r) |
for a.e. s # [0, 1].
The claim follows from the construction of the traces [EG, Sect. 5.3] of
the BV function D80 on local Lipschitz graphs. Let c1 , c2 , ... be simple C1
arcs, each meeting the boundary circle of DR transversely, such that
length((ci&c) _ (c&ci))  0. For each i there is a C1 arc d i meeting the
boundary circle transversely such that ci _ di separates the disc DR into
two components. Choose one of these components and call it Di . Then the
trace Ti of D80 on ci _ di relative to Di is well-defined. By Fubini’s
theorem and the construction of the trace, the chain rule and (4.0.2) give
} dds (80 b ci)}=|Ti } c* i | |(c* i , r ) | (4.1.2)
for a.e. s.
But for a.e. point x=c(s), there is for some i a parameter si with
ci (si)=c(s),
c* i (si )=c* (s), (4.1.3)
d
ds
(80 b ci)(si)=
d
ds
(80 b c)(s).
With (4.1.2) this establishes the claim.
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The next lemma implies that the rectifiability assumption on c is no
restriction.
4.2. Lemma. If 80 b c is rectifiable then so is c.
Proof. Working locally, we may assume that M=Rn. Given ! # DR , let
$!, r denote the dilation operator
($!, r f )(x) :=f (r(x&!)).
It follows from [Fe, 4.5.9(22); EG, Theorem 3, p. 213] that for H1-a.e.
! # DR there are linear maps M\ : R2  Rn and a line * through the origin
in R2 such that
$!, r(D80) w
L2loc M+1*++M&1*&
as r a 0, where 1*\ are the characteristic functions of the two halfplanes
bounded by *. Since this convergence is also pointwise a.e. for some sub-
sequence, (4.0.1) implies that |M\ } v|C&1 |v| for every v # R2. Since 80
is Lipschitz, using polar coordinates around ! it is now easy to see using
Fubini’s theorem that
lim inf
’  !
|80(’)&80(!)|
|’&!|
C&1. (4.2.1)
Therefore length(80 b c)C&1 length(c) for any curve c. Q.E.D.
Now let M be a complete smooth connected Riemannian manifold, and
let 71 , 72 , .../M be a sequence of compact connected C 4 embedded sur-
faces converging in the Hausdorff metric to an embedded 2-dimensional
manifold 70 . Put di for the length metric induced on 7 i from the metric of
M, i.e., for pi , qi # 7i
di ( pi , qi) :=inf length(#)
over all rectifiable arcs #/7i connecting pi , qi . A priori it is possible that
d0 could take the value +. Put dM for the length metric on M.
Recall that the Hausdorff metric topology on closed subsets of M is deter-
mined by the condition: X1 , X2 , ...  X0 iff, given a convergent sequence
x1 , x2 , ... with xi # Xi , the limiting point x0 lies in X0 ; and conversely every
x0 # X0 is the limit of such a sequence.
4.3. Theorem. Let M be a complete smooth Riemannian manifold and
let 71 , 72 , ... be a sequence of C4 embedded 2-dimensional submanifolds of M.
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Let 70 /M with 7i  70 in the Hausdorff metric topology. Suppose addi-
tionally that:
(1) for every compact L/M, there is a constant C=C(L) such that
area(7i & L)+|
7i & L
|K |+|
7i & L
|II |C; (4.3.1)
(2) if xi , yi # 7i and limi   xi=limi   y i then lim i   di (xi , yi)=0;
(3) for each compact L/M, there is =0>0 such that for =0=>0
there is $=$L(=)>= (independent of i), where $ a 0 as = a 0, such that if x # L
then any metric ball Bi (x, =) :=[ y # 7i : di (x, y)<=] is contractible in
Bi (x, $), i=1, 2, ... .
Then for any sequences pi , qi # 7i , i=1, 2, ..., with pi  p0 # 70 , qi  q0 #
70 , we have
lim
i  
di ( p i , qi)=d0( p0 , q0). (4.3.2)
Proof. We may suppose without loss of generality that each of
71 , 72 , ... is connected. Let #0 /70 be a path of minimal length connecting
p0 , q0 . By condition (1), the Nash embedding theorem, and the main
theorem of [Fu4], length(#0)<. We may also modify (if necessary) the
function $ of condition (3) so that $(=) 32=.
Taking a subsequence we may assume that the sequence of measures
E [ E & 7i |K | converges weakly to a finite nonnegative Radon measure +0
supported on 70 . We assume further, for the moment, that +0([x])<K*
(cf. Theorem 3.4) for all x # #0 .
Choose =>0 so that
+0(BM(x, 2$(=)))<K*
for all x # #0 . Let n be so large that R* :=n&1 d0( p0 , q0)<=, and
x0 , ..., xn # #0 be the points determined by
x0= p0 , xn=q0 , d0(x j&1 , x j)=R*.
Choose x ij # 7i such that x
i
0= p i , x
i
n=q i and lim i   x
i
j=xj , j=0, ..., n.
For large i we have
Bi (x ij , $)/BM(x
i
j , $)/BM(xj , 2$), j=0, ..., n,
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and therefore for larger i
|
Bi(xj
i , $)
|K |<K*, j=0, ..., n.
Using condition (3) and the GaussBonnet theorem, we deduce that for
such i the hypotheses of Theorem 3.4 hold for R==, 7=7i and p0 replaced
by x ij , j=0, ..., n. Therefore we may apply Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 to obtain
parametrizations 8ij : D=  Bi (x
i
j , =) satisfying uniform W
1, BV and biLipschitz
bounds (with respect to the intrinsic metrics on the 7i ). By the Arzela
Ascoli theorem and Lemma 4.0, there is a subsequence i1 , i2 , ... such that
8ikj  8
0
j uniformly for each j and the bounds (4.0.1) and (4.0.2) hold
for 80j , j=0, ..., n. By the Gauss Lemma 4.1, if 0<r<= then the restriction
of 80j to the subdisc Dr /D= is a parametrization of B0(xj , r), j=0, ..., n.
Since Bi (x ij&1 , r) & Bi (x
i
j , r){< for i=0, r>R* and j=1, ..., n, condi-
tion (2) implies that for any given r>R* the same is true for i=ik and k
large. Therefore di ( pi , qi)<nr for such i, and letting r a R* we conclude
that
lim sup
k  
dik( pik , qik)nR*=d0( p0 , q0). (4.3.3)
As this is true for any subsequence as above, it follows that
lim sup
i  
di ( pi , qi)d0( p0 , q0).
Since the converse inequality is immediate from the ArzelaAscoli theorem
this concludes the proof of (4.3.2) in this case.
For the general case, it is clear that there are only finitely many points
y1, ..., ym # #0 for which +0([y j ])K*, j=1, ..., m. Let ;0, ..., ;m+1/#0 be
the closed subarcs into which #0 is separated by the y j, with ; j&1 & ; j=
[y j ], j=1, ..., m+1. Applying the argument above to proper subarcs of
the ; j, by a diagonal argument there are points
w j+1i , z
j
i # 7i , j=1, ..., m, i=1, 2, ...
such that, putting w0i :=p0 , z
m+1
i =q0 ,
lim
i  
z ji = lim
i  
w j&1i =y
j, j=1, ..., m,
lim
i  
di (w ji , z
j
i )=length(;
j ), j=0, ..., m+1.
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Together with the first of these relations, condition (2) implies that
lim
i  
di (z ji , w
j&1
i )=0, j=1, ..., m,
from which it is clear that
lim sup
i  
di ( p i , qi )length(;)=d0( p0 , q0). Q.E.D.
4.4. Corollary. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.3, if #i : [0, 1] 
7i /M is a constant-speed minimizing geodesic between pi , q i , i=1, 2, ...,
then any uniformly convergent subsequence #i $ has as its limit a constant-
speed parametrization of a path of minimal length in 70 between p0 and q0 .
Proof. This follows at once from Theorem 4.3, the ArzelaAscoli
theorem, and the lower semicontinuity of length.
We denote the Alexandrov curvature measure of a local MBC 7 by
|=|7 . If M is a Riemannian manifold and T is a closed Legendrian
integral current in the cosphere bundle of M, we define the measure
8T0 :=p*(T
n 6), where p is the projection of the bundle and 6 is the
geodesic curvature form of [Ch]. Thus if T is given by integration over the
manifold of conormal rays to a smooth hypersurface V/M then 8T0 is
integration against the ChernGaussBonnet curvature of V (cf. [Fu2]).
4.5. Theorem. Let q0 : R2  R be a continuous function and suppose that
there is a sequence of smooth functions q1 , q2 , ...  q0 locally uniformly,
whose graphs 7i satisfy
area(7i & L)+|
7i & L
|K |+|
7i & L
|II |C(L) (4.5.1)
for every compact set L/R3, where C(L)< is a constant depending on L
but independent of i. Suppose furthermore that the local BMO norms of the
gradients of the qi are uniformly bounded: i.e., for every R>0
&grad qi | B(0, R)&BMOC(R).
Then:
(1) 70 is an MBC under the length metric induced by any given
complete Riemannian metric on R3.
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(2) Let N*(7i) denote the manifold of conormal rays to 7i , considered
as an integral current in the cosphere bundle of M. Then there is a closed
Legendrian integral current T and a subsequence 7i $ such that N(7i $)  T in
the flat metric topology. For any such T,
8T0 =|7 .
Proof. (1) Consider the metrics d i on R2 given by
d i (x, x$) :=d i ((x, qi (x)), (x$, q i (x$))).
For i1 these metrics are obviously induced by smooth Riemannian
metrics on R2, and by (4.5.1) the absolute curvature integrals of these
metrics satisfy
|
F
|K i | dAiC(F ), i=1, 2, ..., (4.5.2)
for each compact set F/R2, independent of i, where dAi is the corresponding
area form.
We wish to apply Theorem 4.3 to the graphs of the qi to conclude that
d 1 , d 2 , ...  d 0 locally uniformly on R2_R2. It is clear that conditions (1)
and (3) of Theorem 4.3 hold. To establish condition (2), note that the local
BMO norms of the normal to the graph of a function g are bounded by
those of grad g. Applying this to g==qi for small =>0, the Main Theorem
of [Se] (in particular the equivalence of conditions # and ’ there) implies
that the euclidean and intrinsic distances between pairs of points on the
graphs of the =qi are uniformly locally comparable; dilating in the vertical
direction, it follows that the same is true for pairs of points on the 7i
themselves. Condition (3) now follows at once.
It now follows from Theorem 4.3 that d i  d 0 pointwise. In fact the
convergence must be locally uniform, for otherwise we could find a sub-
sequence such that (4.3.2) does not hold. Therefore (cf. [Po, p. 638; Al,
p. 7]) d0 defines a metric of locally bounded integral curvature on R2. As
this metric space is isometric to 70 , this concludes the proof.
(2) The existence of a subsequence converging in the flat metric
topology to an integral current T follows from the bounds (4.5.1) and the
compactness theorem for integral currents [Fe1, 4.2.17; Wh]. Since the
Legendrian condition is closed, T is Legendrian. Thus
8N*(7i $)0 = p*(N(7i $)
n 6)  p
*
(T n 6)=8T0 .
Put |i=Ki dAi for the measure on R2 given by integration against the
Gauss curvature relative to the Riemannian structure induced by the metric
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d i above. Then |i is the projection to R2 of 8N*(7i $)0 , and consequently | i
converges to the projection to R2 of 8T0 . The conclusion now follows from
[Re, Theorem 8.1.9].
Such functions q0 are plentiful:
Proposition 4.6. Let f0 , g0 , h0 , k0 : R2  R with f0 , g0 convex, h0 # W2, 2
and k0 Lipschitz and subanalytic. Then for a.e. (!, ’) # R2_R2 there are
smooth functions q1 , q2 , ... converging locally uniformly to q!, ’(x) :=f0(x)&
g0(x)+h0(x+!)+k0(x+’) such that: (1) the local BMO norms of the
gradients of the qi are locally uniformly bounded; and (2) for every compact
set K/R3 there is a constant C(K) with area(N(graph qi) & ?&1K)C(K).
Therefore for such (!, ’) the graph of q!, ’ is a local MBC under the length
metric induced by any smooth complete Riemannian metric on R3.
Proof. Let f1 , f2 , ..., g1 , g2 , ... be sequences of smooth convex functions
converging locally uniformly to f0 , g0 , respectively. Then the fi+ gi
converge locally uniformly to the convex function f0+ g0 . An elementary
computation shows that
det D2( fi& gi)=det D2( f i+ gi)&2(det D2f i+det D2gi). (4.5.1)
But if E/R2 is any bounded set and r: R2  R is any convex function then
lim sup |
E
det D2riC(r, E)<
for any smooth convex approximation to r (cf. [Fu1, Part I, pp. 761762]).
The local L1 norms of the D2ri are also bounded in the same terms. Apply-
ing the area formula to the maps x [ (x, grad fi (x)&grad gi (x)) it follows
that for every such E the areas of the graphs of the vector functions
grad( fi& gi) | E are uniformly bounded.
By the proofs of Proposition 3.0 and Theorem 3.2 of [Fu1, Part I] there
are sequences hi , ki , converging locally uniformly to h0 , k0 , respectively,
whose gradient graphs are similarly locally bounded in area. The proof of
Proposition 2.6, op. cit., now shows that for a.e. !, ’ # R2 the sequence
qi (x) :=fi (x)& gi (x)+hi (x+!)+ki (x+’) enjoys the same property.
The area formula implies that the area of the manifold of unit normals
to the portion of the graph of qi lying over E/R2 is dominated by
area(graph grad qi | E)+E |grad q i |. Since the grad qi are clearly uniformly
locally integrable this gives the required bound and establishes conclu-
sion (2).
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Conclusion (1) is trivial since the uniform local W2, 2 bounds on the hi
imply local BMO bounds on the grad hi , and since the fi , gi and ki are
uniformly locally Lipschitz (i.e., their gradients are in Lloc /BMOloc).
4.7. Corollary. Let M 3 be a smooth complete oriented Riemannian
manifold and 7/M a connected embedded surface without boundary with
the property that for every p # 7 there is an open set U % p and a smooth
local coordinate map ,: U  R3 such that ,(7 & U) is a piece of the graph
of a difference of convex functions. Then 7 is a local MBC.
Furthermore, there exists a closed Legendrian integral current N(7) in the
cosphere bundle of M supported above 7 such that p
*
N(7) is integration
over 7, and giving the Alexandrov curvature of 7 by
|7=8N(7)0 .
4.8. Corollary. If M3 is a smooth complete Riemannian manifold and
K/M totally convex subset with nonempty interior, then the boundary 7 of
K is a local MBC, with |7=8N(7)0 .
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